
Physis 407-07Assignment 11. Given a funtion f(p) and a set of oordinates xi(p) show that the twofuntions f(p) (1)Xi �f(p(x))�xi jp0(xi(p)� xi(p0)) (2)have the same otangent vetor at the point p0. (p(x) is the point p in the spaeorresponding to the oordinates x. Those partial derivatives are evaluated atthe point p0. Sine �f(p(x))�xi jp0 are onstants, by the de�nition of the sum ofotangent vetors, this means thatdfA =Xi �f(p(x))�xi jp0dxiA (3)2. Show that if xi and ~xi are two di�erent oordinates , and (�) and 0(�)are two di�erent urves through the point p0 with the point p0 orrespondingto the same value, � = 0 in both ases, that the two urves de�ned by�(�) = p(xi((�)) + xi(0(�)) � xi(p0)) (4)~�(�) = p(~xi((�)) + ~xi(0(�)) � ~xi(p0)) (5)have the same tangent vetor at the point p0This shows that while the de�nition of the addition of two tangent vetors isde�ned via oordinates, the sum tangent vetor thus de�ned does not depend onwhih oordinates we use, although the urves � and ~� are in general di�erent.As an example, onsider the two urves in two dimensions with oordinatesx,y and r; �  : (6)x = � (7)y = 1 (8)0 : (9)y = 1 + 2� (10)x = 0 (11)Now write those same two urves in terms of the oordinates r; � wherex = r os(theta)y = r sin(theta) (12)Show that the sum urve �(�) de�ned in the two oordinate systems di�er, butthat at the point � = 0 their tangent vetors do not.1



3. Assume that HAB , LABC and MAB are tensors, and f; g are funtions.Whih of the following are tensors and why?i)QAB = HBAii)R = HAAiii)TDABC = HDAMBCiv)TDABC = HDA +MBCv) RA = LBABvi) SA = LABB � LBBAvii) TA = rBHBAIs �iHjk the omponent of a tensor?What are the omponents of expressed in terms of partial derivatives, Christofelsymbols? rAHAB (13)4. Given oordinates r; theta, what are the tangent vetors to the urvesde�ned by the oordinate onditions expressed in terms of ��rA and ���Ar(�) = r0 (14)�(�) = � (15)r(�) = � (16)�(�) = 5 � � (17)r(�) = 10� (18)�(�) = 50 � � (19)What is the otangent vetor of the following funtionsf(r; �) = r2 (20)f(r; theta) = r2 + �2 (21)In eah ase �nd the lengths of these various vetors for eah point at whihthey are de�ned if the metri is given by a)ds2 = dr2 + d�2 (22)and ds2 = dr2 + r2d�2 (23)2



5) What are all the omponents of the Christofel symbols for the metrids2 = 1r dr2 + rd�2 (24)and for ds2 = 1r dr2 � rdt2 (25)
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